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Twice as nice
1 ·

Using.the force
A UCF professor is
working on suborbital
research -SEE NEWS,A2

The UCF men's golf team repeats at
C-T)SA championship -sEESPORTS,A10

Puppy love on the lawn
Event raises money for local pet shelter
HILLARY CASAVANT

)

Contributing Writer

On Thursday:

Provost search open
meeting live blog

,l

by AshleyCamifax
Tony Waldrop, the vice
chancellor for research and
economic development at
University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, wjll be available for
questions from students and
members of the community.

Check out UCFNews.com
for breaking news and
web updates during the
break from classes.

A tiny black and tan
puppy snuggled his wrinkled nose into Anneinarie
Potts' arms.
· ''I'm just so happy right
now," said Potts, a sophomore. "I don't think it's possible not to be happy with a
little dog in your hands."
This little life was one of
thousands saved through
Pet Rescue by Judy in San-

ford
Several of the shelter's
dogs were brought to UCF
on April 19 through the
Burnett Honors College
. "Rent-a-Puppy'' event
·
For a small fee, students
were allowed 30 minutes of
. p\aytime with a rescue animal. Sophomore Maddie
Cangiolosi, a criminal justice major, "rented" a
puppy who spent most of
his half hour with her fast
asleep.

"It was so worth the $5,"
she said
The event raised about
$130 in just a few hours,
every cent of which went
to Pet Rescue by Judy.
"It's a really good organization," said Potts, a social
science education major
and Honors Congress officer. "They do great things."
Pet Rescue by Judy is a
nonprofit, no-kill animal
PLEASE SEE

LOCAL ON A6

AUSTYN BYNON / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Apuppy rests on the Burnett Honors College lawn at the Rent-a-Puppy
event April 19. Puppies were provided for play by Pet Rescue by Judy.

Students
work to
lose fat, .
win title

,11

ENVIRONMENT

SETTING THE
WAVES

ABLAZE

crews geared uptosetfireto oil
<J

,

leaking from the site ofan exploded
drilling rig in the Gulf of Mexico on
Wednesday,a last-ditch effort to get
rid of it before it reaches a
environmentally sensitive marshland
· on (lecoastoflouisiana and
~

UCF 'Biggest Loser'
pr~gram gets results

Mississippi.

~

AIMEE HOYT
• ContributingWriter

.,
I
j

Amanda Antor lost 54 pounds
with a 12-week program at the
Recreation & Wellness Center,
winning her the title of UCF's
Biggest Loser.
She will soon begin training to
run the Walt Disney World Half
Marathon ·

Breaking
news on
youfcell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone.Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

Obesity llnk

:1:."!i==--

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

HEY PROFESSORS:
GET HELP WITH
GRANT PROPOSALS
The.Office of Research is providing
presentations and workshops in
support of faculty proposals for
several national grant programs.
The event will be today at 9a.m.in
Classroom B~ilding Room 207.

• · wcA~&STATE,A2

BOAT CRUSHED BY
DISNEY FERRY,
WOMAN INJURED
Awoman was injured in a boating
accident at Walt DisneyWorld after
her boat went under a Disney
ferry. According to a sheriff's
report, the woman has been
-treatedfor a collapsed lung.

'~ illli%

Plus:
.
Fonnerstu~ents hostMedioaeshow
Daniel Dennis and Tom Vann
put together an uncensored "
podcast every Friday called
AMediocre Time.

Column: Fowler's
farewell to all
Austin Fowler reminisces on his time as
acolumnist and talks about lifeafter a
semester of rants and very few raves.

Skinny towns

Renovations close Chick-fit-A for summer
JACKIE GILOVOY .
Contributing Writer

FLA. HOUSE PASSES
DEBT COLLECTION
REGULATION
J

•

Abill'cracking down on rogue debt
collectors 1s on its wayto the
governors desk.The Florida House
passedthe bill on Wednesday
which ~rgets abusive debt
collectors.

)

•

•
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Students will not be able to
"Eat mor chikin" at the on-campus Chick-fil-A this summer due
to renovations scheduled for the
cafeteria-style eatery.
The Chick-fil-A Express in the
John T. Washington Center will .
close 2 p.m. on,Monday.
Shannon Frost, the UC:F: marketing project manager, said the
restaurant is being renovated to
better serve the growing needs of
the UCF community.
It will offer patrons a fresh,
new Chick-fil-A experience, she
said.
After the renovations, the
inside will look more like other
stand-alone Chick-fil-A restaurants.
.
Additional seating will also be
added to accommodate the 5,450
patrons that eat Chick-ill-A each
week. ·
When the renovations are

-=
-~

EMRE KELLY / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Cliick-fil-A will be dosing for renovations starting Monday.The renovated restaurant will offer
additional seating, more regi~ers and an expanded menu that will feature ice cream items.

completed, the restaurant will
seat 141 customers.
Also, for quicker, more efficient customer service, six new
registers will be added, _Frost

said.
. When the restaurant re-opens,_
it will also have an expanded

,---
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News and rwtices for

the UCF community

Get help with grant proposals
The Office of Research
· is providing presentations
and workshops in support.
of faculty proposals for.
several national grant programs. .
The presentation will
be a follow-up to the series
held last sprihg, emphasizing the important differences between the current
and past programs.
It will be today from 9
a.m. lllltil 10 a.m. in the
Classroom Building Room
207.
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Editor-in-Chief
Jeffrey Riley x213

Three game series kicks off

CFF.editor@gmail.com

The UCF baseball team

News: Produrtion Editor

will be talcing on the Mem-

Bianca Fortis x213

phis Tigers home at Jay
Bergman Field on Friday.
The game will start at
6:30p.m.
It's the first in a three
game series, with the
other games being Saturday at 6:30 p.m. and Sunday atl p.m. ·
•
Entrance to the games
is free to students.

News.CFF@gmail.com

News: Assignments Editor
Justine Griffin x213
News.GFF@gmail<om
'

•

I

Onlin~ News Editor

.,

Ashley Camifax x213
Online.CFF@gmailcom

Opinions Editor
Jerriann Sullivan x213
Opinions.CFF@gmail.com

Softball takes on the dolphins
Softball will be taking
on Jacksonville at home at
5 p.m. on May 4.

•
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Sports Editors
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AUCF physics professor is helping out in suborbital research experiments for a new rocket called New S~epard,Jnc!uding free fall experiments.

Ryan Bass and
William Perry x215
Sports.CFF@gmail.com
l

Variety Editor

•

Mike Balducci x214
Variety.CFF@gmail.com

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines.
you may have missed

Boat crushed by Disney ferry,
woman has collapsed lung
LAKE BUENA VISTA
-A woman was injured in
a boating accident at Walt
Disney World after her
boat went-under a Disney
ferry.
According to an Orange
County Sheriff's report, 61year-old Barbara Wormald
was treated for a collapsed
lung, fractured ribs and
back pain after becoming
wedged between the vessels.

Florida House passes bill

regulating debt collectors
TALLAHASSEE - A
bill cracking down on
rogue debt collectors is on
its way _to the governor's
desk
· The Florida House
passed the bill Wednesday,
which targets abusive debt
· collectors by making it easier to regulate the industry
and increasing punishments. The Senate cleared
the bill last week. The
measure streamlines the
regulation of the industry
under the state's Office of
Financial Regulation.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Photo Editor

Photo.CFF@gmail.com

.,

Staff Writers

Free_falling research looks good for future rockets
LEA ANNE CRITTENDEN

and first year graduate student,
"[The Collide Module] took
Akbar Whizin, went to the its first flight on a space shuttle
National Aerospace .Training in 1998 and the second flight in
Joshua Colwell, a physics and Research Center in 2001," Colwell said.
professor at UCF, is assisting Southampton, Pa to attend an
The current module
Blue Origin in suborbital . astronaut boot camp back in has two cameras, a
research experiments for a new January.
computer and a free
Whizin, who is getting his fall open door. This
rocket called New Shepard.
Blue Origin is an aerospace PhD in planetary science, said module flew on
owned
by that the boot camp taught them the ·space shuttle
company
Amazon.com founder Jeff the hardships their bodies will Columbia
Bezos.
. · undergo while going to· and
Funding for
Colwell and his research coming from space.
MEI>EA is proassistants are working on an
''We learned about what . vided by a grant
experiment called Microgravi- your body does under large from NASA for
ty Experiment on Dust Envi- amounts of G-force, what hap- $414,000 over the
ronments in Astrophysics.
pens when we are hypoxic, and course of four years.
The experiment will focus how to combat these without
"That
means
on the process where space· passing out," Whizin said.
spending about $100,000
According to a Jan. 12 story a year for the ground-based
dust builds up to form planets
or the rings around planets, by UCF Today, the camp gave work," Colwell said. Other
according to a press release researchers experience on the funding is split between UCF
from UCF Today.
centrifuge, which simulates the and the University of Florida
Colwell and his student
MEDEA will be conducted 3.5 G-forces of acceleration into
in a free fall envi- . space and the 6 G-forces astro- research team are recycling the
ronment. ~ nauts experience upon re-entry current modules from the shutColto Earth.
tle version and making them
well
''We did high altitude train- work for a rocket. .
ing and simulation of G-forces,"
"It will have new housing,
Colwell said.
·
computers, cameras and hardHe said it's like taking a ride ware," Colwell said. Colwell's
on Mission Space at Disney's experiment is scheduled to fly
EPCOT center, but with a on a rocket.
.
higher G-force experiAccording to its online timeilne, Blue Origin is expecting
ence.
Colwell, a professor at . flight opportunities for remoteUCF since December controlled ·experiments on a
2006, has bee'n working crewless flight test in 2011, and
on this experiment since . flights with experiments
requiring a researcher in 2012.
1996.
Staff Writer

LET US KNOW
The Future is .working
to compile information
about organizations and
events in the UCF community for ow: calendar on
UCFNews.com and the
Around Campus section of
thepaper. .
If you lmow of any
information you or your
organization would like us
to include, send an e-mail
to Events.CFF@gmailcom

"
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LOCAL WEATHER ·
TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Ten percent chance of rain:
SUNNY

High:82°
Low:64°

East northeast wind around 11
mph.
Tonight: Mostly clear into the
evening with 10 percent chance
ofrain.

$

s

Friday

. High:85°

PARTLY CLOUDY

.Saturday
.PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:68°
High:90°.
Low:71°

•

One free copy of the Central Rorida Future
pennitted per issue. If available, addltional
copies may be purchased from our office with
prior approval for $1 each. Newspaper theft
is a aime. Violators may be subject to dVtl
and criminal prosecution and/or
Univelsity discipline.
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Union keeping doors open all day, night
JACKIE GILOVOY
Contributing Writer
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During finals week, the
Student Union turns into a
24-hour study hall with
tutoring, food and extended
computer lab hours.
Study Union is back for
the fourth time, now
through Monday at 11:59
p.m. The Student Union is
open 24 hours for the next
week to accommodate students studying for finals.
Adam Giery, marketing
and sustainability coordinator for the Student Union,
said Study Union began
Sunday to I promote students whtj are studying
before finals.
"We're already in that
mode," Giery said, referring
to finals week. '"The Union
is already set up for that
study space."
The Union has not
always been a populaJ.'. hangout location during finals.
_ Before Study Union started,
the Union was averaging
about 20,000 students dur· ing finals week. '
When the program started in the fall of 2008, students used the facility an
average of 80,000 times,
Giery said A year later, that
number jumped to 124,000,
according to Giery.
Giery is hoping to have
250,000 students per academic year.
The Student Academic
Resource Center is holding
33 tutoring sessions in the
Student Union this week,
said Ken Staack, SARC
coordinator.
Sessions will be all group
tutoring. Anywhere from ·
200 to 500 students per session are expected to attend
some · of the big-class
groups, Staack said
Instead of the QSUal dryerase boards or .old-school
projectors, SARC is using
Elmo overheads, also
known as document cameras, Staack said

ADVERTISING CLASS
TAKES ON .
LAWFIP 1 ..
ASCLD

)

•

PHOTOS BY EMRE KELLY/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Student Union will be open 24 hours during finals week to accommodate students preparing for finals. Study_Union will offer 33 tutoring sessions, free breakfasts and a quiet study area on the second floor.

The Elmo overheads
have a much larger screen
so that people, especially in
the back ofthe room, will be
able to see better, Staack
said
Giery said the new technology is an advanced doc
cam, and it's a way to
increase tutoring for students because it gives a
clear picture of what is
· shown Other doc cams still
blur, but the Elmo can clearly convey the message to all
the students, he said
Brittany Heidemann, a
s_enior psychology major;
thinks the number ofreview
sessions could be beneficial,
but she won't be taking

advantage of them. The
classes that she is taking are
not offered in the tutoring,
she said.
Heidemann said she is
thrilled to have Study Union
but is not using it t:1$
semester because she
prefers the library. The
Union is too busy and loud
for her.
"But that's just the way
it's constructed," she said
She is not the only person to complain about the
lack of quiet in the Union.
When students pick up a
free Scantron, Bluebook or
writing utensil, they are
asked to fill out a IO-question survey.

The surveys go directly
to Giery, and after reading
comments from last semester, he noticed a trend ofstudents wanting more quiet
space. So this semester, the
entire second floor of the
Union is reserved for quiet
studying.
. ''If we can't provide the
space that students need,
it'll impede our productivity," Giery said
He said the Student
Union is looking for students to help police areas.
People can also report any
study disturbances to building m anagers that are
around
Other ways that the

more authentic-· than local
favorite Pizza Barn, the group
had decided to venture out and

Union is helping students
throughout the week is by
offering Recreation and
Wellness . Center exercise
courses, Giery said
The Student Government Association computer
lab is also open 24 hours,
but the Express Print Lab
has regular hours.
SGA sponsored three
free midnight breakfasts:
Wackadoo's on Monday
and Wednesday nights,
Asian Chao on Tuesqay

night
The fourth will be Subway and Smoothie King on
Thursday night
And for coffee lovers,
Joffrey's Coffee & Tea Com-

FRESHMAN
JUST
REALIZES
HE SPENT
HIS ENTIRE
STUDENT
LOAN
ALREADY

A local collei
class is talcing
fact, it's an ~The creative l '·"'
their semester
the lawyers get m ·
"We just don'
Brian Fats. 'We
some creative
here. Although, w
forward to seeing
and work, the
with legal s
making thr
that don't

pany is offering free coffee
during the week.
The shop is open 24
hours during finals.
Giery said that · the
Union's goal is to help students during this stressful
time in the semester, which
is why so many people work
around the clock preparing
and running Study Union.
The Student Union
employs a 90-person student staff
"If I have to use all 90
staff to make Study Union
happen, r m asking 90 students to sacrifice their
grades:' Giery said 'We try
to keep things as efficient
and simple as possible:'

was sticking ~ut just a little
below his shirt.
In ordet to make it
through the rest of the semester
until his next loan kicks in,
Dirk plans to sell everyth_ing he
has on Ebiiy, sell his textbooks
to the bookstore and mooch off
his roommate for as long as he
can.

A
frightening
moment
happened Saturday night as
Freshman Dirk Polston pulled
hiii°last $20 bucks out of a local
downtown ATM. His account
balance was ~ero.
"I
indicate $15,000

local affairs today
o
s seized a "money;,
ascot used to promqte low
•ces at an off-campus
kstore after· an incident
its
counterpart

3
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ITALIAN 101
HELPS
STUDENT
ORDER
PIZZA
ATRESTAU.:
RANT
What began as a typical
dining-out experience quickly
turned into a scary situation
yesterday when sophomore
Danny Rivers and his friends
realized that the Italian restaurant that they had chosen for
lunch...
was
completely
Italian-speaking.
Looking for something

ortunately for the group,
Danny Rivers did.
"I've been talcing Italian
101 this se1hester," Danny
explained1 . "so I was pretty
comfortable in that environment. Once I heard him say
'amici' I knew he wasn't mad
at us or anything, so I just stuck
with what I remembered...
'saluti,' 'ii mio nome eDanny,'
that kind of stuff."
After brealcing the · ice,
Danny managed to tell the
. waiter that he and his friends
wanted one v~ry much good
pizzas on the large. It was
exactly what they received,
much to everyone's surprise.
"It was a good day,"
Danny added. "Professore
Vacanti would've been proud
of me. Or maybe I should say
w~uld've been feiro di me."
Professore
Vacanti
refused to comment.

s_

..
s
anyway. I think if worked in
their favor."
While
students
are
demanding answers, there's no
woi:d yet on how the school
intends to respgnd. The .matter
is now in the hands of Chancellor Debra Pittman, who is
rumored to have streaked
through the tailgate earlier that
day.

..

r

· know where it went."
then rubbed his belly which
'-,·

l,;
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Program participants power through pain
FROM

Al

Team lost the most
weight.
"Mainly, it's just the
title and the fact that I've
lost 54 pounds, and that's
totally good enough for
me," Antor said about the
Blue Team win.
Pushing through the
pain of shin splints, the
junior cardiopulmonary
sciences major has run in
three 5k races this semester and shaved over 10
minutes off of her threemile racing time.
She hopes to lose 46
more pounds to make her
total weight loss an even
100.
.
Antor said she learned
different workouts and
training techniques that
she never would have
thought of on her own.
Jessica James, one :of
the two trainfrS for the
Blue Team, said she is very
proud of both teams and
thinks they will continue
to lose weight and live
healthy lifestyles.
"They've all s~en the
differences from dropping
dress · sizes to losing
weight," said the junior
criminal justice and legal
studies major.
One of the most important lessons that Antor
gained from the program
was learning correct portion sizes, she said.
"You
would
be
absolutely shocked sometimes at what a portion
size of something is,'' she
said.
Antor vowed to stop
drinking alcohol and carbonated beverages when
she got accepted to the
program.
James said, "I think not
giving into temptation was
hard for them because
they are college students,
and they do have friends
that like to go out and eat."
She said it was also

'I think not
gi~ing intotemptation was
hard for them
because they are
college students,
and they do
have friends ·
that like to go
out and eat.'

.
....

.,

- JESSICA JAMES
ONE OFTHETWO TRAINERS

FOR THE BLUE TEAM

challenging for some participants to stay positive
when ~ey didn't lose the
amount of weight that
they wanted.
· Corri Osborne, a junior
anthropology major on
.the Blue Team, lost 48
pounds, the second highest amount of weight lost
in the program.
·
She signed up for the
· program after seeing a
sign for it at the RWC on
the day applications were
due.
Osborne · . said the
biggest challenge for her
was coordinating school
and workouts.
The program taught
her that any schedule can
be accommodated
In the course of the rigorous program, an old
ankle injury gave her difficulty_because of overuse,
but she worked through it.
"The trainers and medical support staff ensured
it was kept under control,''
Osborne said, "which
actually Jet me know how
much I'd been using it as
an excuse to not work out
before."
Trainers and partici-

PHOTOS COURTESY JESSICA JAMES

The Red Team and Blue Team work out under the supervision of trainers as part of UCF's own version of the The Biggest Loser. The Reaeation &Wellness Center put on
the 12-week program, which had 1~ students participate. No students were eliminated in the UCF version, but trainers and partjcipants are having a party this week.

.

pants will be having a
wrap-up party this week
where the winners will
find out what the prizes
are.
While 't he challenges '
differed for each trainer
and contestant, one thing
they can all agree on was
that lifelong friendships

'

.

were created, Antor said.
"These are people that
understand what I went
through, so that definitely
helps to have friends who
went through the same
experience as me," she
said.
James said the best part
of the program was seeing

the contestants push
through and how happy ·
they were when they
reached their goals.
Osborne said that
working out with the ·
group and training with
inspiring professionals
made her first semester at
UCF both memorable and

enjoyable.
"I already miss our little
gym family," she said.
Antor said that signing
up for UCF Biggest Loser"
has definitely been one of
the best decisions she's
made in her life.
"This·was a once in a
lifetime chance," she said.
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GO BIGGER-THIS FALL
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Fresh look will bring full menu to restaurant
FROM

.)

Al

ucts, Frost said.
· Stephanie Farrow, a
product menu that will freshman communicainclude milkshakes, iced tion sciences and disortea and ice .cream prod- ders major, said she is dis-

appointed by the news
that Chick-fil-A will be
closed for the summer.
Farrow said one thing
she hopes the renovation

.J

will change is the seating four times a week. .
She will have to find
accommodations.
She wants more space to somewhere else to eat
eat inside the restaurant when she takes summer
because it is always packed. classes.
According to Frost, the
Jill Blueford, a freshman
psychology major, said she fast-food restaurant's tentais upset about the tempo- tive grand re-opening is set
rary closing of Chick-fil-A for early fall after renovabecause it is one of the best tions are complete.
With the restaurant closrestaurants on campus. ·
This semester, Blueford ing for a semester, business
went to Chick-fil-A three to .will be impacted, but reno-

vation is more important,
Frost said.
This is because dining
services wants to provide a
better experience for students, faculty and staff.
Although the restaurant
is called a Chick-fil-A
Express, it will be just like a
full-service Chick-ftl-A, but
is still considered an
Express because it's on a
college campus.

••
••
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The Chick-fil-A in the John T. Washington Center will dose for:most of the summer,starting on Monday, for renovations.
The hope is that it will reopen early in the fall semester with more seating and afull menu, induding selling milkshakes.
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Register NOW
through May 21

>

for Summer 201 O
Application deadline May 1O
Classes begin May 17
• smaller classes
• high-quality instruction
• credits that transfer
· • cost is 1/3 less than mo,t state universities
To register or for further inform_
ation, go to www.hccft.edu.

HCC student housing has short-term leases!
Spocious l, 2 & 4 Bed room Floor Plans
Gated Community, Fitness Center
Resort Style Pool a nd more!

HCCStudentHouslng.com

The UC F Annual Fu-n d
B~IMEOIAT E l MP.A.CT. LASTING LEGAC,Y.
407-882-2271 • www.annualfund.ucf.edu
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Local no-kill animal shelter seeks support
FROM

AUSTYN BYNON/ CE~TRAL FLORIDA FUTURE ·

Judy Sarullo, of Pet Rescue by Judy,said she works 365 days a year taking in abused and ill animals, much like the one above,and giving them aid and shelter.

Al

shelter dedicated to rescuing homeless pets,
especially those who are
abused, ill, elderly or
soon to be euthanized.
According to the
Humane Society .of the
United States' website, 6
million to 8 million cats
and dogs enter shelters
each year. More than half
of these pets ·will be put
to sleep.
Thanks to founder
Judy Sarullo's passion
and dedication, Pet Rescue by Judy has saved the
lives of countless animals.
"More than I can even
imagine," Sarullo said
She estimates that
they rescue a couple
thousand dogs and cats
each year.
Each animal that
· comes through the shelter's doors receives med·ical treatment' and vaccinations, as well as
microchips for trackmg.
Once they are spayed or
neutered, the animals are
put up for adoption on
the shelter's website.
"Our most urgent goal
is to rescue animals that
are abandoned or in distress, update their vaccines and find good new
.homes for them," the
website states. "But we
attempt to be more
proactive than that"
Pet Rescue by Judy
seeks to inform the public
ofproper pet care and the
importance ofpreventing
animal overpopulation.
They are in the
process of organizing a
low-cost spay and neuter
clinic.
On a typical day at the
shelter, Sarullo runs back
and forth, juggling two
phones, but she still finds
time to scratch a rescue
dog behind the ears. Her
office is cluttered with
pictures and folders. .
A rumpled . Bichon
Frise mix peers out
beneath the desk with
lopsided ears, tongue
lolling. The kenn~l
'behind the door echoes
with endless barks.
And the ,phone keeps
ringing.
Sarullo said she now
works 365 days a ye~, 99
hours a day and manages
to keep the rescue rimning through "adoptions,
donations, a lot ofprayers
and credit cards.''
Before founding the
shelter, Sarullo worked as
a pet foster and volunteer
for the American Society
for the Prevention of Cnielty to Animals.
She was inspired to
open Pet Rescue by Judy
after her husband saved
an old English sheepdog
named. Chelsea from
being euthanized
"Chelsea adopted my
husband," Sarullo said.
"She was the love of my
life.''
Sarullo's biggest struggle has been the overabundance of . animals
across the country, and
her inabµity to save them

all
"I'm drowning,'' she
said repeatedly. ''We're so
full, it's overwhelming. It
seems like cats are just
falling out of trees.''
The state of the econ-

omy continually forces
owners to give up their
pets. Each day Sarullo is
faced with more than 100
e-mails begging her to
take in another homeless

animal
"I can't even open
them anymore," she said
"I get so upset"
But some just can't be
turned away. Soon after
Sarullo lamented the lack
of space, a local woman
brqught in two six-weekold kittens found in an
abandoned car. The tiny,
flea-bitten tabbies gazed
up at Sarullo with terrifled blue eyes, hissing
·behind baby teeth.
Within minutes, the
pair of kittens had a place
in the shelter and appropriate names: Spunky
and Catrina.
Despite the daily
struggle to manage the
influx of animals, Sarullo
said" their gratitude
makes· the long fight
worth it
She recalled · her
favorite success story, a
boxer
mix
named
Massey.
,
He came to ·Sarullo's~
· shelter emadat~d, ill -and
abused, yet still managed
to greet his rescuers with
a friendly lick When
examined by , a vet,
Massey had a dangerously low blood count ofl0.
"He was pure skin and
bones," Sarullo said.
"They kept telling me,
'He's going to die.' And I
said, 'Read my lips: That
dog is not going to die.' "
· Massey, like many
other animals brought to
the shelter, suffered
abuse in his life. Yet in the
loving hands of Sarullo
and her volunteers, they
have made a comeback
and found permanent
loving homes.
"Dogs go through a
lot,'1 Sarullo said "It's too
bad that people don't do
the same for them.''
Other animals with
similar stories still wait
for a ~ Bullet, a terrier mix, was used as a bait
dog for professional dog
fighting. He came to the
, shelter
covered
in
wounds and a piece of
-shrapnel lodged in his
leg.
Many of the cats and
dogs housed at the shelter have suffered inexplicable mistreatment, often
never knowing a kind
hand.
"But they still love
you,"
said
Debbie
Williamson, one of the
pet rescue workers.
"Dogs wag their tails
even when they're
dying."
Despite the constant
struggle, Sarullo's eyes
still light up wlien. she
sees the animals she
loves so much.
"I just want my dogs to
have a good home," she
said
Sarullo encourages
. community members to
volunteer or foster a pet
for th~ shelter, whether
it's for an hour, a day, a
week, <;>r a lifetime.
"When you · adopt a
rescued pet, you have
saved a life," its website
states. "There is a certain
joy in just that last statement: You have saved a
life!"
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Parking and Transportation announces

Shuttle Service From UCF Main Campus
_to the Health Sciences Campus at-Lake Nona
+ '

e
UNIVIRIITY OF Cl,.TRAL FLORIDA

College efMedicine

Health Sciences Campus

Shuttle Stop Location:
Veterans Way

Monday through Friday

-

Arrive at Health Sciences Campus

~

j

7:45 A.M.

l

8:30 A.M.

--~,,_...,...--~------ ~ - - __._. . ~-~ 1---------~- __

...,

I

I

Depart University Tower .

-

-~--- ---

-

-:...-

...

~

-

~____.--'----'-·

Depart Health Sciences Campus

8:35A.M.

Arrive at UCF Main Campus at Physical Sciences

9:20A.M.

Depart UCF for Health Sdences"campus

9:30A.M.

-

-

.

10:lSA.M.

Arrive at Health Sciences Campus
-

..

~

T*,._

I

Depart Health Sciences Campus

!

12:30 P.M.
-

Arrive at UCF Main Campus at Physical Sciences ~ -1'.15 P.M. . __

1.30 P.M.

Arrive at University Tower
_..____. . . . pet

;,,.,/

Depart Health Sciences Campus

.7

.,,.,,-""''

__. _,,,..-

Arrive University Tower
Arrive at UCF Main Campus Physical Sciences

,

.

......

5:30 P.M.
6:15 P.M.
6:30P.M.

~Traffic and weather conditions may"delay on time arrivals and departures.

www.parklng.ucf.edu/Shuttle.html

WHEN? Starting ·Finals ·

.,

·WHERE? Your \Bookstore·
Tip• for getting the MOST CASH for I
- -.:!:a..--

-

l. SeH back as early,as p()Qible during Finals Wee
2. Keep,books in_~
conditi9n~
,.
3. Return.ALt;·compenents..that were otiginalty
. .~ aect • ·
·such as Obs.,efc.
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Students earn
highest ·award
BRANDON HAMILTON
Contributing Writer

'UCF has given me
so much and for
UCF to feel the
same about me is
an honor.'

The Order of the Pegasus,
UCF's most prestigious award,
was awarded to 16 UCF students
Monday night.
The award recognizes undergraduate and graduate students
who have excelled in numerous
areas. Undergraduate students
are judged in the areas of aca- BRENNA EGAN
ORDER OF THE PEGASUS INDUCTEE
demic achievement, outstanding
university involvement, leadership and community service.
The following graduate stuGraduate ~tudents are selected
based on academic achieve- dents were inducted into the
ment, professional or communi- Order of the Pegasus Class of
ty service, leadership, and publi- 2010: Shelly Frick from the College of Business Administration.
cation or research experiences.
stugents are nominated by a Timothy Harnden from the Colcommittee that includes the uni- lege of Education, Carla McKversity president, provost, vice night from the College ofEducaprovosts, deans, student body tion. and Sergio Tafur from the
president, and the director -of College of Sciences.
The following 12 undergradu~thletics. All nominees are asked
to complete an application and ate students were inducted into
essay, gather recommendations, the Order of the Pegasus Class of
and participate in an interview 2010: Anthony Battaglia from the
Coll~ge of Sciences, Jennifer
with the selection committee.
Brenna Egan, legal studies Bazemore from the College of
major, said it is an honor to be Medicine and Burnett School of
recognized with the Order ofthe Biomedical Sciences, Natalia
Marques da Silva from the ColPegasus.
"UCF has given me so much lege of Arts and Humanities,
and for UCF to feel the same Amber Dukes from the College
about me is an honor;• Egan said. of Sciences, Brenna Egan from
Another student named to the College of Health and Public
the Order of the Pegasus, Lisa · Affairs and College of Arts and
Kipersztok, micro and molecu- Humanities, Lisa Kipersztok
lar biology major, agreed with from the College of Medicine
J-:gan. She believes the award and Burnett School of Biomedshows her dedication and love ical Sciences, Stephanie Koffler
from the College of Business
forUCF.
According to former Speaker Administration and College of
of the Senate Patrick Stauffer, Sciences, Andrea Long from the
the award is a culmination of his · -College of Nursing, Stephanie
Neubert from the College of
years atUCF.
"It means a lot to be honored. Medicine and Burnett School of
I am extremely grateful for the Biomedical Sciences, Lauren
Rehm from the College of Busiaward," Stauffer said.
' Recipients of the award ness Administration, Patrick
received
commemorative Stauffer from the College of
medals, Student Government Engineering and Computer SciAssociation scholarships and a ence, Miguel Ubiles from the
lifetime membership to the UCF College of Sciences and College ·
of Education.
Alumni Association.

ASHLEY CARNIFAX
Online News Editor

Raymond Alden. the executive vice president and sitting
provost at Northern Illinois
University, held an open meeting Monday to answer questions from faculty, staff and students regarding the benefit he
could provide to the university.
Alden grew up in Orlando
and got his undergraduate
degree from Stetson before
attending University of Florida
for graduate school
He then went on to teach at
several universities and became
provost at University of Nevada,
Las Vegas.
During his time at UNLV,
Alden hired more than 300 new
staff members and increased
funding from $20 million to
more than $100 million due to
the strategic plan he put in
place.
Alden then became provost
at NIU, where his main challenge was building back up the
numbers of professors and
retaining the talent.
"We have focused a lot on
academic infrastructure," he
said. ·
. Working to get rid of deficits
and manage investments with
indirect costs is key, he said.
Alden said it is important for
everyone to work on a team in
order to bring about a top
research university, something
UCF aspires to be.
He also said that there is a lot
of political pressure to make
higher education more available, but offering four-year
degrees at community colleges
is not the answer.
He said it is a bimodal education system where some just
want a degree for the sake of it,
and some actually want an education. He also said there is a
"hidden lie" behind community
colleges wanting four-year programs.
Alden mentioned the imp<;>rtance of having a good student
affairs· department' at a large
metropolitan university.
The bigger a university gets,

,,

••

ASHLEY CARNIFAX / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Raymond Alden, a UCF provost candidate, speaks to faculty and staff during Monday's meeting.

it is more cliaj).enging to have learning environment.
_1
successful student affairs, but
It is important to not treat all
you can counteract that by hav- under-represented groups the
ing talented people in charge, he · same, instead you must know
· the culture, he said.
·
said.
He said one of the biggest
Diversity must \6e a goal
challenges universities will within the administration. not
have is in creating a diver!ie just the students, Alden said. ·
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UCF,we are
your Summer
Storage Solution.
•
•
•

no long-term lease required
no deposit required
units available in
S'xS' to 1 S'x30'
• 24-hour video surveillance
• open 7 days a week
• locks, boxes and
moving supplies
• free moving.truck
. rental*

Weinesiay- Saturday 9»I -7(P)t Sunaay 9flM -5(P,M.
4130 Carlina£lane, 1(lSSimmee Pl 34744
407-348-4699 kissgreenptape.com

'We are ..-.

Call TODAY·
and ask about
our student
discounts..

{{aatsn

iBroccou

<Tomatoes

Ca66aoe

.~eppers

Cau[iforwer

Cucumbers

(J3eets

407.936.STOR. or

1(ofi{ra6i

lettuce

407.936.7867

. .~~RSAFE)pply

'Turnips

1(ak

+!Muchmore

...thlface oft.iefature

PREMIER RV, BOAT.ANO SELF STORAGE

I

'11

i

Call in:
407 _~7-4SS5

Log on:

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

Walk in:
I 1825 High Tech Ave.
Suite #100
Orlando, FL 32817
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BOSTON ELIMINATES WADE,
MIAMI HEATTO ADVANCE
BOSTON - The Boston Celtics left
the Miami Heat behind in the first
round of the NBA playoffs- and left
them wondering if superstar Dwyane
Wade will be doing the same.
Ray Allen scored 24 points to help ·
Boston beat Miami 96-86 on Tuesday
night and eliminate the Heat in Game 5
of their first-round playoff series. It
could be the last game in Miami for
Wade, or it could be the beginning of a
new era there if he returns and recruits
LeBron James to join him.
''This will be my last first-round exit
for awhile, I can tell you that;'Wade
said. "I'm looking forward to continuing
to build, and being with some great
players next year, continuing to beef up·
our roster.
"I think I put myself in~ great
situation three years ago, to sign this
deal, to make sure my team stayed ·
competitive. We've got some work to
do, the front office has (work}to do. You
just have to see things being done,
being accomplished. If we see that;' he
told aMiami-area reporter, "we'll be .
talking again'.'
Rajon Rondo had 16 points, 12
assists and eight rebounds for the
Celtics, who will play James and the
Cavaliers in aseven-game Eastern
Conference semifinal series that will
open Saturday in Cleveland.
The Celtics and Cavs hooked up for
seven games in the conference semis in
2008 on the way to Boston's
unprecedented 17th NBA
championship. But Cleveland has since
surpassed Boston in the standings and
earned home-court advantage through
the NBA finals.

WRIGHT LEADS NY METS TO
SWEEP, FIRST PLACE IN EAST
NEW YORK - David Wright drove in
· four runs, IkeDavis added three RBIs
and the streaking NewYork Mets won
their sixth straight game, beating the
LosAngeles Dodgers 10-5on Tuesday
night for adoubleheader sweep.
In the opener, JasonBay hit hisfirst
homerun for the Mets to back another
stingy outing by Johan Santana as New
York rolled to a4-0 victory in avirtually
empty stadium.
.
More fans showed for the originally
scheduled nightcap and watched as 35year-old rookie reliever Hisanori
Takahashi (2-1) bailed out aMets
starter for the second time in five days.
Wright hit abases-loaded triple, Davis
had atwo-run doubleand New York set
aseason high for runswhileimproving
to 8-1on its 10-game homestand.
The surge has coincided with the
arrival of Davis, arookie first baseman
who wascalled up from the minors on
April 19. He helped theMets earn their
first doubleheader sweep ofthe
Dodgers since Aug. 28, 1971, at Shea.
Stadium.
In the nightcap, NewYork opened a
3--0 lead against knuckleballer Charlie
Hae·ger (0-3) in the first inning on an
RBI singleby Jose Reyes, arun-scoring
triple by Bay and Davis' sacrifice fly.
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COURTESYUCFATHLETlcs'

Sophomore Brad Schneider continued his strong second-half play, tying for second at the C-USA Championships Tuesday with teammates Nuno Henriques and Connor Arendell at 2-under-par 214.

,,I
'

Knights repeat as (-USA champs,
receive bid into NCAA Regi~nals
·MIKE BALDUCCI
Variety Editor

-WINNING NUMBERS

SORRENTO - The Knights
NUNO HENRIQUES (-2) TIED FOR SECOND
might as well open up a satellite
CONNOR ARENDELL (-2) TIED FOR SECOND
campus at RedTail.
BRAD S(HNEIDER (-2)TIED FOR SECOND
UCF posted a 6-under 858 to
All Selected to All-Conference Team
win by 18 shots at the Conference
USA Championships at RedTail
SIMON WARD (E) TIED FOR SIXTH
.Golf Club on Tuesday. ·
REID MARTIN (+27) TIED FOR FIFTY-FORTH
The win at RedTail marks the
Members of the 2010 Conference USA
Knights' ·third victory at the
Champion UCF Knights
course in one year: two CcUSA
titles and- one -ehampionship at .
the 2009 NCAA Regionals:- UCF's victory marks its second Wallor said . in a press release.
straight conference title, also "Our guys had their backs up
earning the team an automatic bid · against tµe wall, and they took
to the NCAA Regionals in May.
care of business. I am very proud .
·
"We pretty much had to win o(them
the conference championship to
"It was a huge team effort.
make ·it to NCAA Regionals," Everybody played well. Guys are
first-year UCF head coach Bryce starting to peak for us."

·.)

1:)

COURTESY UCFATHLETICS

The Knigh~ posted a 6-under 858 to win theC-USA title by 18 shots and an NCAA RegJonal berth.

Regional bids will be
announced May 10 and will take
place at six locations: Alpharetta,
Ga.; .Bryan, Texas; New Haven;
Conn; Notre Dame, Ind.; Santee,
Calif.; and Bremerton, Wash.
Sophomore Connor Arendell,

who tied for second at 2-under
214, knew that for the Knights, the
tournament was do-or-die. .
The Knights, ranked No. 52 in
the Golfweek/Sagarin college
PLEASESEETHREE ON A12

Sammer preview

Five things to watch heading into swnmer ·
RYAN BASS

his progression during the
spring game.
· The key will be how
From baseball's final Calabrese's newfound leadstretch of the season to ership on the field transfers
summer workouts for to the offseason and the
football, here are the top weight room, where he will
five things to watch for be needed to lead his team.
UCF sports heading' into
The
Knights
had
the summer:
numerous players suspended during the spring
5. How well Rob Calabrese
for missing class.
handles being aleader durCalabrese. will have to
ing summer workouts.
. be a voice of reason for the
Qµarterback Rob Cal- Knights, keeping them out
abrese will be the voice and . of trouble and focused on
JEFFREY RILEY / CENTRAL FlORIDA FUTURE
the leader for the UCF foot- preparing for preseason Chris Duffy is on a record-setting pace offensively, and with 38 career home
. runs, he is five shy of the all-time record. Duffy has 16 home runs this season.
ball team over ,t he
camps in August
but how will he handle it?
The junior seemed a lot 4. Brynn Harvey's rehab from Ge·o rge O'Leary antici- four games of the season,
·
. pates Harvey won't be but if he rehabs quickly,
more poised and confident a knee injury,
Head football coach back until after the first Harvey could get back on
in spring ball and showed
Sports Editor

summer,

the field sooner.
The key will .be how
fast he recovers from the
knee injury he suffered on
the first play of the first
scrimmage of the spring.
If he takes the S\1flllller
to fully work on rehabbing
his l<Q.ee and getting back
into football shape, expect
Harvey to be testing his
knee out come late
August.

3. UCF OF Chris Duffy's torrid
.pace and chase for the
all-time home run record.·

•

Chris Duffy hasn't Just
been one of the best players on the UCF roster this .
PLEASESEE
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Wmning is three~step process for Knights
CARLOS PINEDA
Staff Writer

After spending three seasons
at Marshall, UCF men's basketball coach Donnie Jones seems to
be settling in with the Knights.
"I have spent 15 years in this
, state, recruiting," Jones said.
"Being around here, I feel c0mfortable in this area We will try to
bring an identity to this program
nationally as well as in the state."
Jones said part of his goal is to
identify the UCF brand of basketball, keep recruits in the state of
Florida and to get them to come
to0r4mdo.
Jones said getting to know the
guys on.the team was important
because of the difficulties that
arise _w hen a new guy walks into
a locker room full of players that
another coach recruited
''I think it's always hard when
you walk in the locker room of
your new team after a [previous]
coach recruited all ofthose guys,"
Jones said "It's a new time. It's a
Q.ew slate. They're new to me,
and'I'm new to them, and they
just have to give me the opportunity to earn their trust through
day-to-day actions."
~)

•
•
•

.

Jones finds himself in a unique
situation, where hr three years
he coached one ofUCF's Conference USA 'rivals and now switches sides of that rivalry
Changing the styie ofplay and
recruiting are two other factors
that Jones is working on.
''The most important thing is
getting to know the kids that are
in the program," Jones said.
''We're trying to develop them
and we're changing the style of
play a little bit more than yvhat
they are used to."
Wmning and succeeding from
the get-go does not happen over
night for most coaches, and Jones .
understands that, saying it is a
work in progress.
''We got to get those guys to
play this new style of play," Jones
said ''They have to learn the system and how they're going to
play differently. It's a process.
"You don't just come in and
win big right off. We want to win
every game :_ we'll try - but
obviously it's going to be a little
bit of a process."
For Jones, entering the 2010-ll
season is a three-part process.
First, it is about getting each
player to compete and play hard

WILLIAM PERRY/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

New UCF men's basketball coach Donnie Jones, the former coac:h at Marshall University, will look to
lead the Knights to a Conference USA title and an NCAA Tournament berth in 2010-11.

each and ev~ry night The second
phase is for the guys to expect to
win every time they step on the
court. The final part of the
process is to learn how'to handle
winning.
And Jones knows a thing or
two about winning, being an
assistant coach under Florida's

Billy Donovan. As an assistant,
Jones was a part of the back-toback national titles the Gators
won in 2006 and 2007.
"First thing you learn from
him is work ethic, No. 1," Jones
said of Donovan. "No. 2 is focus,
three is he's an incredible teacher
~d four is obviously he's a great

recruiter."
Jones said that the key to getting·players to come to UCF is to
get them on campus.
''We just have to get kids on
campus," he said ''They'll see the
commitment and how nice it is
here. We have the best of both
worlds: academics and athletics."
For Jones, recruiting is about
developing a relationship.
"There's a difference between
recruiting and developing a relationship," he said. "You have to
express facts to kids of what this
place has, but really trying to
identify each kid and what his
goals are and how he fits in our
· ion."
Taking over for a coach that
spent nearly 20 years at UCF is
no easy task, but Jones understands the tough_nature of the
business.
"I obviously know Kirk and
have great respect for him," Jones
said "It's always tough when you
· come in and get the job in our
, business of someone that you
know. But to have the opportunity to take over for someone like
Kirk, it's an honor to follow a guy
with his experience and what he's
done here;'
·.

L
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Three Knights tie for second at 2-under-par
FROM A10

rankings, certainly needed
a win if they wanted to
head into the postseason.
Entering the tournament,
UCF was 61-67-2, and due
to the ".500 rule," they
needed at least a top-three
finish to secure a postseason berth.
"It was special coming
here and being a part of
this," said Arendell, who
transferred from Louisville
this season and notched
his first top-five finish at
the collegiate level.
Two other Knights tied
with Arendell for second:
sophomore Brad Schneider and junior Nuno Henriques.
Henriques proved to be
the most consistent player
for the Knights ·this season,
and Schneider came into
his own in the stretch run,
finishing in the top 15 at the
BancorpSouth Intercollegiate, Hootie at Bulls Bay
and the Rio Pinar Invitational.
UCF's wire-to-wire vietory l:\,t par-72 RedTail
punctuated a seasori that
has seen Wallor take the
reins and a new leader in
Schneider step up as a top
player on a team seeking to

regain its status as a postseason threat
Senior Simon Ward
rode a consistent weekend
of identical 72s to tie for
sixth at even par.
Ward finished the '09
season ~th two individual
titles under his belt (SunTrust Gator Invitational
and C-USA Championship) but struggled this
season, only posting one
top-15 finish.
Heavy winds during the
middle-part of the day
affected scores on RedTail's tough back nine, but
the Ireland-native had no
trouble adjusting. When
the wind gusts picked up,
he laughed it off.
"Feels like home," Ward
said after.
Southern Miss received
a boost from second-place
, finisher Wes Carter, but
UCF's monopoly on the
top 10 tied the Golden
Eagles, ranked No. 98, with
Rice No. 60, for second at
12-over 876. - It was the
Owls' best performance at
a league championship
. since the 1930s. .
No. 69 East Carolina
finished sixth, posting an
884 and remains on the
bubble for an at-large bid
to postseason play.

Brad Schneider
carded rounds of
73, 68 and 73 at
RedTail GoJf Club in
Sorrento to help
UCF grab its second
straight C-USA title.
COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS

..... ,

BaseQall intriguing story of summer
FROM A10

2. What recruits men's basketball coach Donnie Jonesfills with the Knights' two
remaining scholarships for
next season.

year, he's been one of the
best in the entire country.
The senior outfielder is
hitting .442 this season
Jones didn't take too
and continues to crush the long to delve into his new
baseball, smacking out a role and start recruiting
team-leading 16 home players that fit his system
runs and driving in 60 atUCF.
. RBIs.
Welcome Jarvis Davis
He ranks sixth in the and junior-college transfer
nation in total home runs Dwight McCombs to the
and eighth in runs batted UCF qasketball program.
in, but the national ranks
Not only did Jones nab
aren't the only lists Duffy a speedy guard in Davis to
continues to climb.
provide depth in the
At 16 home runs this Knights back court for
year; Duffy is two home next season, but he also
runs away from tying Dee filled a much-anticipated
Brown's all-time record need for the Knights in the
for a season of 18 set in front court.
2005.
Jones signed one of the
He is five home runs _top JUCO players in the
shy of tying Bobby Kiser nation in Mccombs,
for the most career home . whose 6-foot-8 frame was
runs in UCF history at 43. secured for his post play
He also leads the next season.
Knights with in runs and
Mccombs, whci will beslugging percentage.
. one of three players on

UCF's roster next season
to hail from Whitney
Young High School in
Chicago, was one of the
most dominant players in
the junior college ranks
last season, averaging 223
points per \ game to go
along with 13.3 repounds
per game and 5.1 blocks
per game.
With RJ. Scott leaving
the UCF program, Jones
now has two scholarship
spots left to fill on the roster. We'll see what needs
he fills, whether it be
another big man down
low or a go-to scorer in his
up-tempo system.

1. Baseball's final stretch run
of the season toward the
Conference USA tournament.
Yeah, they've lost four
of their last six games and
just got swept by Marshall
to fall to eighth in the conference standings at 6~9,
but the most intriguing

story of the summer Will
be to see how· the UCF
baseball team performs
down the final stretch of
the season in its attempt to
make the C-USA tournament, which features the
top six teams in the standings.
At 26-17, the Knights
have 13 games remaining
in the regular season,·
including three-game sets
against Memphis, East
Carolina and Tulane down
the stretch.
Head coach Terry
Rooney wants a strong finish to set the Knights up to
be one of the top seeds in
the C-USA tournament,
which begins May 26 at
Cougar Field in Houston.
UCF has had winning
streaks of four, five and six
games this season, so
watch to see if they tum it
on down·the stretch to get
some momentum going
into the postseason.
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FOWLER THAN THE REST

AUSTIN FOWLER
Columnist

Reflections
-from

Fowlers
recliner,of
-rage
You can always rely on
this age-old adage: All good
things must come to an end
I'm counting on you, Bret
Michaels!
OK, I honestly don't
wish 9-eath on the guy. It's
way easier to hate him
when he's alive and giving
me constant ammunition.
What I really meant was
that my career as a narcissistic, chauvinistic, sub-par
columnist is coming to a
close.
In my last installment, I
would really like to take you
back to where it all started:
Pure, unfiltered hatred
In the spirit of both my
college and journalistic
careers endi.rig, I'm presenting this column in a yearend award show fashion.
So, without further ado,
welcome to the inaugural
presentation of the Fowler
than the Rest SLAP (Seriously Legitimately Awful
People/Performer) awards!
My first SLAP goes to·
the show Glee, and ifl had it
in my budget I would deliver SLAPs to anyone that
watches this terrible production.
What kind of alternate
universe did I slip into
where it became cool and
trendy to both represent
and support your school's
glee club? It reinforces J,lly
belief that America will
watch anything if paclqlged
neatly enough. Especially if
said package is a re-package
of something else that was
already highly successful,

News Editor

Under-the-rad;u- art exhibitions come in and out of Orlando
all the time, and usually le;ive
without the talented artist getting
the they deserve.
The Pintura Project, however,
which was showcased the weekend of April 23, was quite different.
This annual graffiti art event
invites graffiti. artists from around
the world to do what they do best
across 10,000 square feet of open
warehouse space in Downtown
Orlando. This event is more than
just a typical art show - it's a cultural revolution.
Pintura, which means "paint''
in Spanish and Portuguese, has
become an annual event in Orlando since its conception in 2008 by
local artist Angel C_arreras.
According to the Pintura Project
website, the event has brought in
more than 2,000 guests over the
past two years.
.- This year, patrons watched
more than 30 artists design and
complete their own murals on five

Agraffiti artist tags awarehouse wall in Downtown Orlando, contributing the Pintura Project. Once
a year, thf project brings graffiti artists froll! around the world to show their skills in one place.

different warehouses on Central in the warm Orlando air as graffiBoulevard
. ti tagged not only the walls of the
Artists and amateurs alike warehouses, but the windows, the
lined warehouse walls with spray concrete floors, fences and even
paint cans in hand. Locals who an old washing machine lying in
came to see the art firsthand took the trash nearby.
turns showing off break dance
Vendors selling spray paint,
moves to the sounds ofDJ Eddie~ urban clothing lines, food and
Swift
The smell of paint hung thick
PLEASESEE PINTURA ONA15

ie. High School Musical.
Because I have personal
goals of being obscenely
rich and bragging about it,
rm going to deliver my billion dollar pitch to ABC to
counter the fandom of Glee
right here at ITTR.
The show is called Addition. It's about six poor
white students growing up
in an urban area with an
untapped ability in arithmetic. They realize that the
only way to get out alive
PLEASE SEE

FOWLER'S ON A14

Former students make Mediocre success
JEFFREY RILEY
Editor-in-Chief

Two local radio personalities and former UCF students - have
turned what started as conversations suited for two guys hanging
out in a garage into a weekly podcast
While. Daniel Dennis' and Tom
Vann's day jobs have them working
as producers at WTKS' morning
show, The Monsters in the Morning,
every Friday afternoon they put
together the informal A Mediocre
Thne With Tom And Dan.
'We were just joking around,
and any time we are talking to each
other and joking around, it gets significantly more colorful as far as
language goes;• Vann said "Me and
Daniel both looked at each other
and were like, 'Man, it would be
really funny if someone could hear
this.'"
Once the idea was sparked, it
didn't take much to get it off the
ground, Dennis said

•

ASHLEY CARNIFAX / CENTRALFWRIDA FUTURE

Tom Vann, left,and Daniel Dennis, right, host the podcastA Medioae rime With Tom and Dan every
Friday at 2 p.m. They recently celebrated the one-year anniversary of the web-based show.

''That was on a Monday that we
had that conversation," Dennis said
"I had everything tested and ready
to go by that. Friday. It wasn't that

hard"
.
The podcast is produced in a
make-shift studio is a spare bedroom in Dennis' home in Orlando.

The small, dark-walled studio contains a few chairs, an Apple iMac, a
few speakers and microphones and
_a mixing board
The board - which Dennis
found for $60 at a local yard sale and a_$7 subscription to a Skype
phone line were th~ only startup
costs needed for the two to produce
their very own uncensored show.
All the other equipment he already
owned
The topics covered tend to focus
on the juvenile - in-depth conversations about genitalia and feces are
the norm. Anything can be a topic
ofconversation, and almost no prep
w.ork goes into getting the
Mediocre Time topics ready, Dennis
said
"It's almost like someone's guilty
pl~e,'' Vann said
· Although he writes down ideas
on a notepad before the podcast including asking why people in
movies always swing a dead body
PLEASE SEE

WEB-BASED ON A14

A14
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Web-based production means no censorship
AB

2002, he got up tQ use the
society in a whole. I think
restroom and never came
it's ridiculous how much
three times before throwing we're censored:'
back.
it off of a bridge - rarely do
"So, I'm a dropout with
Vann said that advertisthose ideas ever make it on ing for A Mediocre Tune has
an ass-load of credits;' Dennis said. "I could almost
the show.
been mainly _through existThe lack of structure, ing social media networkgraduate twice."
however, is by design.
He said he still stays in
ing - including Facebook
'We would listen to and Twitter accounts both
contact with his advisers
some other podcasts, and it he and Dennis already had
from his days as a Knight
. and will occasionally re:
sounds like they wap.t to do - as well as word of mouth
radio;' Dennis said "One of around town.
enroll as a student
the things that we talked
''It feels less invasive that
Dennis said his time as a
about and we both agreed way too;' Dennis said ''You
UCF student has influenced
on is that we didn't want throw it up on Facebook,
the topics and general attiASHLEY CARN IFAX / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
this to sound anything like and you don't really feel The only expenses to get AMediocre Time off the ground were a $60 mixer
tude of A Mediocre Tune.
radio;'
bad It's not like when you purchased at a garage sale and a $7 Skype subscription.
"If yoti think about me
Vann said that although go to check your mail and
ending my college car~er
there is cursing and sugges- there is a thousand fliers in verman and Phil Hendrie.
time available to take class- the way that I did, I'm pertive topics are covered, it's there."
Both Vann and Dennis
es dwindled until he was petually stuck in college,"
more reflective of society
unable to make enough free Dennis· said. "If I could
Dennis said over the are former UCF students.
than the current controlled course of a year they have
Vann attended . UCF time in his schedule outside dress as Knightro with no
state of media caused by the picked up fans from across from 2000 until 2006, earn- of his paid job. ·
pants and there were girls
Federal Communications the world, from the U.S. to ing a bachelor's degree in
During his final class in around me all the time, I
Commission,
including England to Iraq, including business administration.
what they are allowed to thousands of regular downDennis, who said he is
say and do at their day jobs loaders.
on a 14-year plan, transon traditional radio.
The biggest achieve- ferred to UCF as a commu"That's another thing ment so far has been reach- nications student in 1997 .
that turned us on to the ing No. 31 on iTunes' week- .. after spending two years at
podcasting thing," Vann ly ranking of comedy Flagler College.
·
FROM A13
vowed to learn all he could
said. ·~s far as the FCC podcasts - beating comeAfter landing a job with
about math and help those
goes, we're censo_red as a .dy stars such as Sarah_Sil- a local FM radio station, his
(relativelyandfiguratively) who faced similar probis to win scholarships via lems with the subject He
·the city's annual Math Day applied to teach math at his
Championships. The only alma mater, but because of
catch is they need a teacher his reputation in sports, he
to . help coach them to was sent to coach gym
greatness. The only person
He of course inspires
interested helping the only the young to go after the
six white students in the . dream. When you couple
school is their black gym the adversity they face
coach who will be played from being socially differby Terry Crews.
ent, joining the math club,
Terry Crews, you will and Terry Crews, you have
recall, was Cheeseburger a homerun. It's Freaks and
Eddie in the re-make of Geeks meets Dangerqus
. The Longest Yard and is Minds meets Stand and
currently starring on his Deliver.
own reality show and the
1bink about the possiawesome Old Spice com- · bilities when you mix high
mercials where he blocks school and social probTax Form Pr-ocessihg LLC
odor with bulging biceps lems. When they decide to
2400 N. ForsYth Rd.• Suite 101 • Orlando, FL• 32607-6445
and abdominals.
teach the transitive properHis character in this ty, Billy can find out that
· · (407)657~6336 ' ., ·
show is a former high he'd rather be Billie and
www.TaxFormProcesslng.com
r--~ .... - - .....--~
. ~ -~~---------~--------school football standout you've tackled homosexubut failed to achiev~ an ality and transgender
adequatemathscoreonhis issues and wrapped it
SAT.
After missing his win- together with a clever title.
M11t prtoeat t•1s.<011pOR "rt111eson1.. b pnwldtd.Offu wlld lilr on..fllllf 11e.
"J
dow
and a few years of
I'm waiting, ABC.
Caanot bt combined wltll any otw-off'er. EJplretApril IS, 1010. Coapoa Code: 0810 1
That took entirely too
working at a factory, he
FROM

would:'
A Mediocre Tune had its
one-year
anniversary
March 19 with an event
called the "52nd Podcast
Mediocre. Meet-up;'
Another anniversary
meet-up has already been
named - the 104th Podcast
Meet-up.
Dennis and Vann both
said they see another year
of structureless Friday conversations mimicking the
kinds of things they talk
about when hanging out
and drinking beer as the key
to rising success.
. ''It's worked out for us so
far that no plan is the best
plan," Vann said. ''And I
think that, based on our personalities, works best for

,<,'

us:'

Fowler's final hurrahs ofhate

$40 OFF Tax Preparation!! ·

many words, but you can't
limit genius. Due to space
constraints, I'll fit the rest
of the SLAPs in these final
three paragraphs.
My next SLAP goes to
NASCAR fans. I don't
think explanation is needed
'
My final SLAP belongs
to whoever created the
new
biodegradable
SunClnps bag. When you
open this calamity, you
break the sound barrier. I
reach in for a: chip and it
sounds like my bag goes to
11. If eating SunChips comfortably and quietly means
that the grandchildren of
my grandchildren won't
have a clean environment, · ·
· then so be it
Honorable mentions
for SLAPs go to: Nicholas
Cage, Oprah, kittens, Reggie Miller, hugs, Charmin
Ultra Soft, the crab dribble,
my editor for printing this
and you for reading it.
Thank you.
Love, Fowler.
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Pintura Project aims to elevate gTaffiti art form
FROM A13

,.

•

drinks were scattered
throughout the event.
Event goers watched as
artists' works came to life
over the course of the day.
The finished artwork
remains on the warehouse
walls still today and will
stay until the walls are
wiped clean for next year.
The goal of the project is
to introduce people to the
art of graffiti
According to the website, "this raw and cutting
edge American-born art
form has yet to receive the
credit and applause it
deserves here in the United
States:'
For more photos and
information about the Pintura Project, visit the website at www.pinturaproject.net.

PHOTOS COURTESY BAO! MORRIS

Artists cover walls, windows and any other surface they can witfl original
compositions around Central Boulevard. Viewers and vendors were welcome to
come witness the artists at-work in the various warehouse venues.
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Saturday, 5/01
10am-2 pm

Tuesday, 5/04
1 pm-5 pm

Tuesday, 5/04
6 pm·-10 p_
m,
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at the UCF Courtyard ·
by Marriott
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including materials
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OUR STANCE

The Study Unioµ
has you covered
W

e constantly hear
students complaining about how they
wish the library were open 24
hours a day during finals
week
UCF officials and SGA
representatives have commented on the issue several
times, though, explaining that
it would cost a lot of money
to implement the program.
1bat hasn't stopped UCF
from trying to accommodate
students who need a place on
campus to study. So far, the
solution is transforming the
Student Union into the
"Study Union."
We think that if you give it
a chance, you might forget
about that building by the
Reflecting Pond
Besides staying open 24
hours a day, the staff is offering multiple incentives for
people lo?king for a place to

prepare for finals.
recruiting students to police .
Thirty-three tutoring sesthe quiet areas to help ensure
sions will be held in thean environment conducive to
Union this week thanks to
studying.
the Student Academic
If you need to access
Resource Center. The all
information from the Intergroup sessions will utilize
net, the SGA Computer Lab
Elmo overheads, also known
is also open 24 hours a day
as document cameras.
during exam week
The overheads use a large
· To keep students fueled
for fmals, SGA is sponsoring
screen so all of the 200-500
students who are expected to four free mic;lnight breakfasts.
Tonight's breakfast is from
attend the tutoring sessions
can clearly see the materials.
Subway and Smoothie King,
and Monday's will be from
For students who do not
enjoy group studying, the .
Wackadoo's.
Student Union is reserving
Joffrey's Coffee & Tea
the second floor for quiet
Company is pitching in and
studying. Even during exam
providing free coffee for 24
week several thousand stuhours a day during fmals
dents will utilize the Student
week
Union, so fmding a silent
The Union might not be
spot could still be a stressful · your first choice for studying,
task
but until the university can
UCF is looking for stufind the funds to keep the
dents to help with that issue,
hbrary open during exam
though. The Student Union is week, it is your best option.

Graduate degrees
worth .extra cost·
,

I

f you are in line at the gr1r
cery store this week and
find yourself flipping
through magazines, then be
sure to pick up the latest issue
of U.S. News & World Report.
The magazine, which hit
~ds Tuesday, features highlights from its Best Graduate
Schools guide, including five
UCF programs.
Graduate school can be an
expensive process. It is great
to know that UCFs programs
are among the top in the
nation, and those rankings
make the educational investment even more valuable.
The UCF programs listed
in the top 100 include Engineering, Education, SpeechLanguage Pathology, Public
Administration and Computer
Science.
Of the five listed, UCFs
engineering program ranked
the highest, tied with two
other schools for the No. 73
spot overall.
UCF's engineering pro-

ON UCFNEWS.COM

1

The magazine lists this catFlorida that made the list, with egory as schools that ''recently
University of Florida ranking
made the most promising and
number 30.
·
innovative changes in aca- .
It is 'quite the accomplishdemics, faculty, students, camment for UCF, since U.S. News pus or facilities.''
examined more than 12,000
We are proud ofUCF for
all of its recent rankings in the
graduate programs before
prestigious magazine.
picking its top choices.
To view all the rankings,
Perhaps our favorite title
visit the magazine's website at · for UCF was its -listing in the
category "Great Schools,
usnews.com The website
Great Prices," which listed
allows you to search schools
your school as one of the top
based on name, location, program, admissions, cost, size
20 national universities for
students graduating with the
and ranking.
It is a great resource if you
least amount of debt.
Education is priceless, but
are thinking of attending graduate school The website
we would rather graduate
with the least amount of debt
allows you to add your top
choices to a list and then com- po~ble.
It is good to know that
pares the schools for you
While on the site, you
UCF is making that possible.
might notice that UCFs
Awards like these remind
undergraduate programs
us how hard faculty, staff and
aren't doing bad either.
administration are working to
U.S. News listed UCF in the make UCF one of the best
public universities in the U.S.
top five national universities
Keep up the good work,
to watch in its ''Top Up-andComing Schools" category.
UCE
gram was one of two from

WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

Bright I.Q.E.A.S. shine on
Dept of Energy home page

J.eff, whoever reI?laces you really better
step itup!
You've changed CFF for the better!
- NIKKINICHO

Congrats UCF and Chris!!! There is no
doubt that innovation and motivation are
key factors that will pave the way for a
brighter and greener future...Bravo! and
Thankyou

Gator's Tebow drafted No. 2S

Hey anon l? Canu do b~tter? I'm a
phins fan and I agree with this... sure I
- MARTA woulda liked to see us in the top, but it is
what it is.
Dude wrote a pretty good article_ What
exactly offends you? at least man up and
· post your name and tell the writer.

/
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New semester and.
new editor-in-chief
publish, a college paper
The summer of 2010
with great stories to
is a big one.
Not only does this
read this summer.
I am happy to say that
sports writer embark on
a journey as the next
the editorial staff hired
editor-in-chief of the
for the summer is a
great bunch, and I canaward winning Central
Florida Future, but the
not wait to start working
with 'them when the
2010 World Cup from
month of May rolls _
South Africa is only 43
days away.
around.
CARLOS PINEDA
Here's hoping that
As the saying goes, "If
Staff Write(
the U.S. National Team
it ain't broke don't fix it."
can take the first game
Now I know the copy
against England and do a better
editing people will not agree with
job than they did in Germany four
me using the word "ain't."
years ago.
Most of you are already aware
All silliness aside, a year ago
that our paper was awarded "The
Best All-Around Non-Daily Stutoday, I could not have imagined
having the opportunity that presdent Newspaper," "Best Affiliated
ents itself for me this summer.
Web Site," "Sports Writing'' and
"Online Sports Reporting'' in the
I can defmitely tell you that I
am excited and up for the chalSociety of Professional Journalists
lenge.
Region 3 Conference.
This is a remarkable accomIt's no easy feat to take the reins
plishment, and it seems like doing
of the school paper that Jeff Riley,
friend and soon to be former edianything better can be a daunting
tor-in-chief, and the current staff
task. Riley definitely leaves some
took to the next level this past aca- shoes to fill, as somebody commented on his fmal column, but
demic year. But it is a welcome
invitation to do better.
I'm not worried about it.
I started as a sports writer last
It is all about building on the
spring, covering three UCF sports- previous success and adding to it. I _
have some great ideas that I want
teams. Since then I've prided
myself on being one of the hardest to add to the website, and when
workers this p~per has had.
·
that time comes, I do hope the
With my .new position, I plan
readers appreciate the hard work
we put into the paper.
on bringing the same work ethic
So when summer comes
that I have as a writer to being the
around, kick back, relax and follow
"chief."
us as we score a goal by bringing
My goals for this summer are
simple. I want to provide you, the
you the latest UCF and the surrounding community has to offer. .
reader and the only reason we

",

~\

I

The FUt/Jte i!IICOurages comments from readers.In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exc~ 300 words;wemay editJor length.Submitthemonline
at www.Centralf(oridafl/fllre.com or fax them to 407-4474556..Questions?Call 407-447-4558.

MAN ON THE STREET·,
· THE

WORD

AROUND

CAMPUS

'Thoughts on Study ·
Union for ·exam week?'

Let me tell you why I love ·
this job

- ROBC

Oh noooo Jeffrey!! Sorry to hear you're
leaving, but congrats on graduation.
Tebow will do well..lt's inevitable. Plus,
Thanks for everything-including, but not
limited to, correcting my grammar and print- Qµinn isn't worth crap-and you know it.
Since he left Notre Dame he hasn't done
ing my columns; you have good taste! Ha!
anything
to prove himself.
WISh you the very best in anything and
everything you do!
- ANONYMOUS

•

LAUR6N KOLSTEDT

LAUREN MOORE

DAN GOETZ

Accounting, junior

Elementary education, freshman

Finance/accounting,junior

nit's bizarre."

- LACY

TeBLOW sucks. He cannot do well in
a real NFL system. There are no
weapons there, and no running backs ...
- JG So ANON get off your UF high and be a
productive commenter and critque the
Amazing column. I'll miss you as my
actual article.
boss.
It's well written the top 3 and bottom 3
- ANONYMOUS are correct. Kiper says so as well... The
only thing u can disagree with are worst
It's been great working for you thus far, pick and big reach.. WAS the jags pie~ a
the next editor-in-chief will defmitely have reach YES.. was tebow a bad pick YES...
cmon kid grow up we all can't be in brosome big shoes to fill.
mances forever.
P.S. You look like a teddy bear.

nit's kind of pointless. I'd rather
study in the library than in the
Student Union."

noo not like that. Ithink the
library should be open longer
than it is in general."

You will be missed!

•

- ANONYMOUS

- TREBLECLEF

.I

ARIESHA LUCAS

JESSICA GRISHABER

Miaobio'iogy, freshman

Interdisciplinary/psych, junior

nit's kind of backwards.The
library's more comfortable
than the Student Union."

"For me it doesn't really bother
me, because Istudy at home."

SAMUEL ZILBERSTEIN
Digital media, freshman

"It's pretty stupid." .

(enttal Jfodba 1uture
HOW TO PLACE AN AD

.

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

..

•

PAYMENT METHODS

SUBMISSION DEADLINES
Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 am. Fri for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs: issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

CLASSIFICATIONS
Rate
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Help Wanted: r.enerat
Help Wanted: Part-Tllllf!
Help.Wanted: Full-T11ne
Business Opportunities
For Rent: Homes
forRent:Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

C
C
C

325

B
B
B
A
A
B

350
375
400
500
600
700
800
900

RATES

Rate
For Sale: Automotive B
A
For Sale: r.eneral
A
For Sale: Pets
B
Services
A
Announcements
Traver
B
Worship
B
B
Miscellaneous
B
Wanted

100

PIT Dor;gy D(¥3e as&JCiae
posi51ions avai. 111\Jst i..l:Ne Dogs.
lktA<mlel Eiq:>. a Jj.Js!
La:aoons i1 Oram ard Saiord
"**www.d:~:layafternxnnef'*'

Menchie's Frozen Y(9lrt al

1st
Male su:lenls. cal Rotin 954-ffi44949
.

$425,tro.(2)1:;J rooms aval wtllal
q.iet, ga::l ~ pol.
Pool tvs Internet, caije, W/0,
~
-5 rri. D LCF & VCC. 321243-7170a-Di1et@a:il.CXJIT1

Hna's RSSEIW Cam kJr ren).
1100SF2bed2balh. Lpstais
erd Lritwith W/0. $1<ml'ra1h.
cal Dai 407-230-2219.

rare with c1en
am ferced nyaa bcala:I n

Spa::ru; 3/'212.

Regercy PE¥1< oriy 3 niru!es
from LCF. $1400 per rronth
with $50 rnon1Hy ci&nrJt ff~
by the 1st can Nd< klr rrore
i1brnaoon~.

Avaialef/1/10
3/'212. wl lake !root veNS avai,lfy
2CXh. Gal954-554-1747

Roan IMiL for senior or graduate
student in 1mmacu1a1e 32 home
nea- UCF. $4()0mo_ + 1/.l utit
No pets please. Avail asap.
Call 407-709-o098.

•

1 roan avai in 211.5 l'-brSmoki"g
Female J)'el. $560tro. !rd al
l.JlitatE. 15 rrin D UCF Aw.
rlCM'. CUstcmized lease aval.
• Cal 3 5 2 ~

TO'Mllrose For Rent 2 Bd,25 Ba lx>1h
~ a l ~ rdu:led. 1~
ni. from LCF, W/0. Aw. f\b.v.
$7&}tro. Cal407-3106683

Summer Jobs
'2400• Co-Ed Camp • Eight Weeks

Room and Board Included
&et Paid ta Playl
The Rorida Bks Youth Clmp (ffYC)
needs male SIIDIDer Camp Counselors
ages ~ 8 and up. ffYC is an overrillht
camp located oH or
lllgllway 450 In umatma, R..

FORRENT:
(~
~ Apartments

Pac-a-.
Do you need safe, reliable, and hassle-free summer
storage or shipping? We provide simple and
economical solutions.
Prices as low as $6.99 per mo.
and no lpng tenn commitments.

The camp r111s from Jllle 14111-August 7th

We pick up and deliver to your door.

Please comact Krys Ragland at
800-523-1873 ext 251 or
352455-4287

Sign up today at www.pacadorm.com and receive a
20%early sign-up discount!
813-541 -7730

Room b" reri i1 ~ lm1e i1
Ashrgloo P!¥1<. New
c1ea1.
5 rri1s from LCF. Qjet
oorrrruily. ~ i1IErnet,

am

l

FREE
NEWS
ON YOUR CELL PHONE
FROM THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

wre1ess, am prerrun cooie.
$495tno utJl rd. '
Ca'I 407-ro3-3002

$}9

$9

$J3

·-----·..

6

3 1

91
7,

8
1

5 7
3 2
5 3

4

su-ldol~u
© Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
•
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
reJ:1eats.

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

7 1

ecrrp.6.one roan avaiale May

Gall 407--324-7773

SUMMER JOB

,.,

$415_~ rare cµet
negtxxh:xxl ,rmules from

Rate(

$]3

4

5

2 BcV25 Ba TOMTOOJe with

lakefrort, !age mas1er beaoom
with oloce, PJOI seivre.
$1250.traih Gal 407-365,'3648.

AIRLINES ARE HIRll'-K3 - Trail kJr
t"ig1 ~Aviaoon Mai1lena-ce
Ccreer. FAA~µugmi.
Fi1cndal aid ff cµmfied - 1-b.s"g
avaicitje_CAU.Aviaoon Institute
of Mai1tera"ce (866)3143769.

w/ v.ooden fbois. 1 ni 1o UCF
$li60-,$595lm. Frepa;;e with
ia<e-liew. 8ooJs lrd 954-IDl-4333

attEdloo~klr~
MrJSs the street from LCF.
lrmne res1Jm1s WY- MJ\'0 in
Special with mentiJn of1his a::l.

Ch.Wa~screer-.sdPJOI,

day and evenng stvfts. Conlact
menchleswp@menchies.corn

~ l..ux!rousAµ: FiJy Furished

OVIEOO 2i2i2 1100 iq ft femed
y.;vd, 1ile11:xlr, nee.-a-lS, na am
0/ied:J bi<e trail, $850tmn1h. Cal
407-365,'3648

200
Wmter Palk, Fl is now hiri~ fat

- Avaiale

E!eaiifu, ra-uvala:I 2,Q cipex
950!qftreN~. 2nies
1o UCF t'-bl-Srrokirg, pets a<.
. $1 CXXlATol- Sec dep 407-359-5001

stl.denl'?

www.menchieswinlEfpark.com

•

~

6'1. $1,oootno. Cal Joe 407222-7942 a-Tm 321-277-29'28

Do }00 need ex1ra n:xxne?
Slart}IJIJ' rmn CJ"*1e l:xJsiless!
$400$1,:m+ n:xxne potenliaJ
www.Pay4Aales.CXJIT1

•

Cobrial Pone lil<uy Pfjs
1 & 2 l3frtoans Free W/0, PJOI,
fitness on3r, pms.
·2300 Eron Ci". 407-679-0061

.....

'

8 3
1 9

UCF!NE ORLANDO

4f2J2.

WiJS'ef/ayef. 2CXXJ iq.fl. Qjet
NegxirhJod.Eronbaween

Make Extra Money
Are }00 a S1n.g;frg cxJIIE;ge

. emai resune D
Joos@oog:layafterrronet

"'

Home for rent:

Join the revolution!!!!!
New.- pay cell phone biD agiin ,
get paid for referi~ others.
www~com ·
954-2583902

RateB

$9
$6

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

2 4

Eam Extra Money
StlXlen1s neededftSN>. Earn t.p
D $150 per day berg a Mystery
Srq:per. l'V E:xperieroe
Re:µed. Cal 1-&:X}-722-4791

Rate A

First issue:
Each addl issue:

Solution, tips and computer program atwww.sudoku!com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Ivory alternative
5 Lumps of earth
10 They're full of
beans
14 In that event
15 Center
~16 Stat start
17 What the hyphen
in an emoticon
represents
18 Like many ·
microbrews
19 Actor McGregor
20 Indoor
gardener's tool
22 Vigilant
23 "Eekr eJicltor
24 _ Vandelay,
recurring fake
"Seinfeld"
character who
turns out to be a
real judge in the
final episode
25 Reagan court
appointee
26 Wing, perhaps
28 Big drinker's
"secrer
31 Greenish blue
32 Come down hard
33 Tutor's charge
39 Churlish sort
40 Piano, to a
pianist •
43Golden
retriever?
48_:_d'Alene
49 Hardy and North
50 It brought Hope
to the troops:
Abbr.
52 Sign o f peace
53 Dr. J's alma
mater
54 Hard-to-see
critters lurking in
20-, 28-, 33- and
43-Across
57 Milquetoast
58 String quartet
part
59 Like Granny
. Smith apples

60 Wrath, in a
classic hymn

61 Played a part
62 Object of
adoration

By James Sajdak

63 Former OTC
watchdog
64 Visibly moved
65Give up

DOWN
1 Birdbrain
2 Start of an
opinion
3 Right after
4 Movie mogul
Marcus
5 Gospel singers
6 Pool measure
?Curse
8 "Curses!" -.
9NASCAR
sponsor

4/29/10

s

-s

ti
3
J.
3
i'I
3

S
3
ti
d
1111
I 0

budding DA
resignation •

12 Sweetheart
13 "In America"
novelist Susan

21 Loose
22 Squash variety
25 Talk like thish
27 Pipe fitting

29 'William Tell," e.g.
30Mauna _
34 Wind section
35Astounds

1111 3 S

l 0 l

3 N
a 3

1o Course tor a
11 Words of

::) N '!/
N I 0
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ti 3
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3 Z
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X 3 l V
J d 0
3 :) V d
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l V ti 'ti
J. n 0
~ ~ n d
s d n

•s
v•

az z'•

••
Last issue_solved

36 Cybercackle
37 Pedro's "thar
38 1973 landmark

case
41 Nuclear reactor
component
42 Amtrak canyon
crosser
43 "I give up"
44 New York city
where Mark
Twain is buried

'!/ 3

I i'I
l I
V .L

ls
'!/ l
N I

••
,

3

I X
S V
N >I

3 :)
.L I
n d

45 Pack animals
46 Talked like
thilh
47 Base player?
48 Base bunk
51 Not on the up
and up
54 "Good oner
55Scintilla

56 Narc suffix
58 Vintner's
container

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

SERIOUS STUDENT

Room for rent in 42 home In quiet
Alalaya Woods min from UCF.
Phore, Cable, Broacbnl. Fenced
Yatl. $550' ma. utll. Incl
Call Zach 239-789o241

For Rent 6 Bedroom Home
Cbse 1o LCF. Corm-on aea fun

Rat i1d. waler, yard & pest cmtrol
$2370mJ. 1 Morihs reri dep. 1 yr
.lease, stMsll/.(l 3rd Cal 407f>l6-f:R£J7 a- 407-400-0m

Do you want to get
news and updates_
from the Ce ntral

1/1 il 414 apt at Boadwak
GaiBd CXl1l)lex, PJOI, & Ulllties
irdtded! Ferraes (X'ty pea-,e,
May 1 - ~ Alq.Jst. $400tronlh.
Nrole: 727-421-8313 b" rrore iio ·

F rocma1e needed kJr a 414 in
llb'trgale Lakesklr May 1~
Alq.Jst. May's rem FREE. .AJI
lffies,~Jree l)i'lti'gtm:re.
(407)~12- 1617

Reply A to set alert.

Mase- i1 a 2Q t,µ i1 GaiBd C w/

For Rea l
Pain Therapy...

PJOI.W&D rd. l..0$11.ri 10 rri1s
from LCF. Rent is $400tno. + 1~
uti.Avai/lSAfl. 321-94&3690

Thera-Gesic®Pain Cream
It Really Works ... Compare and SAVE.

I

ClONATE YOUR VBilCLE
RECEIVE $1000 GROCERY

COUPON UNITED BREAST
CANCER FOUNDATK)N Free
ManmJgEms, Braast Qmer lnb
www.l.i:x:f.np FREETCMi"g, Tax
0Eru:ti3, Non-Rl.mers
~ . (888)468-5964.

Noticeklr Rctilicus NaTie

Notice: SteJmie Koo:!', LMf,
trderv.ti'.nshe isa-gaJed i1

l:xJsi1ess at 3162 s. Crxwey Rd,
Otard:>, FL32812, is i1erest9'.I i1
a l:xJsi1ess eneq:me as folcms:A
Tabed Rt Massage, DBA.(S<fl'le
!diess as a:,o,,e)

How Do IText UCFNEWS to 44636?
3 --:-_se11dt his -· - 4 -Reply) \ -:ind~-•

..

• mess.ige ro -

44636
(41NFO).

• begin

• SIMPLE OIY Pool Kit Assembly

~

• SAVE MONEY on Alt Pool Supplies
& Accesaorles. Ships Fast

'~"' 800·2SO·S502

receiving

news alerts
about UCF! .,
Check out our Cluslfleds,
onllne and In print!

L888916S
TIit St11dent Newspa r nt ucrsince 1908

BIi Receive FREE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central
.QI Florida Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS, to 44636. For a list ~f
other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be 1n
the know while on the go!
*Carrier text messaging rates apply

( ,,

A18

April 29, 2010 • €tnttctl ~ 1utun

www.CenfralFloridaFuture.com

•
I er,
We're Better,

'
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:Ile N.J YOIi kots!!!
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rhi\ a o+n fr w:t

t

facebook.

Like Gr~ys College Bookstore @ UCF on .
facebook to b~ automatically entered to

WIN a FREE Semester of Textbooks!!!*
.
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